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Peano arithmetic , Peano arith-
metic extension .
1.
$\mathcal{L}_{PA}=\{+, \cdot, 0,1, <\}$ ,
$\mathcal{L}_{PA}$ theory Peano arithmetic ( $PA$ ) .
Bounded quantifier $\Delta_{0}$ formula , $\Delta_{0}$ formula
existential quantifier $\Sigma_{1}$ formula .
$\phi$ $\Sigma_{1}$ formula $(\forall x<t)\phi$ $(\exists x<t)\phi$ $\Sigma_{1}$ formula ( $PA$ )
. , $n$ $R\subseteq N^{k}$ recursively enumerable




$\phi(x)$ , $PA\vdash\phi(n)$ $n$
$(\exists x)\urcorner\phi(x)$ $PA$ $PA$ $\omega-$ .
Proposition 1.1. $\Sigma_{1}$ sentence $\phi$ ,
(i) $\phi$ $PA\vdash\phi$ ,
(ii) $PA$ $\omega$- , $PA\vdash\phi$ $\phi$ .
Smory\’{n}ski [4] .
$Pr_{PA}(x)$ $r_{x}$ $PA$ G\"odel
$\Sigma_{1}$ formula , $Con(PA)$ , $\omega- Con(PA)$ $PA$ , $\omega$-
. , $Con(PA)\Leftrightarrow\neg Pr_{PA}(\ulcorner 0=1^{\urcorner})$ .
$\omega- Con(PA)\Leftrightarrow(\forall x)((\forall y)Pr_{PA}(x(\dot{y}))arrow\neg Pr_{PA}((\exists y)\neg x(y)))$ , $\dot{y}$ $y$
numeral. Smory\’{n}ski [4] .
$Pr_{PA}(x)$ $\Sigma_{1}$ formula .
Corollary 1.2. $\mathcal{L}_{PA}$ sentence $\phi$ ,
(i) $PA\vdash\phi$ $PA\vdash Pr_{PA}(\ulcorner\phi^{\urcorner})$ ,




. , $\phi(x)$ $\mathcal{L}_{PA}$-formula , $n$ $\phi(n)$
$\phi(x)$ $n$ , $\mathcal{L}_{PA}$
$i$
$m_{i}$ $\mathcal{L}_{PA}$
. , TA ($=True$ Arithmetic) recursively zsiomati-




Deflnition 2.1. $\phi(v_{0})$ $\mathcal{L}_{PA^{-}}formula,$ $n$ . $\phi(\dot{n})\wedge(\forall x\forall y)(\phi(x)\wedge$
$\phi(y)arrow x=y)$ $PA$ $\phi(v_{0})$ $n$ .
$PA$ $\mathcal{L}_{PA}$ -formula
. , $\phi(\dot{n})\wedge(\forall x\forall y)(\phi(x)\wedge\phi(y)arrow x=y)$ G\"odel $\nu(\ulcorner\phi(v_{0})^{\urcorner}, n)$
.
$P(x, y)$ x $v_{1},$ $\cdots v_{y-1}$ , $v_{0}$
$y$
$\mathcal{L}_{PA}$ G\"odel $\Sigma_{1}$ formula .




$Q(x, y)$ $(\exists z)(P(z, y)\wedge Pr_{PA}(\nu(z, x)))$ , $R(x, y)$ $\neg Q(x, y)\wedge(\forall z<$
$x)Q(z, y)$ . $Q(x, y)$ , $(\forall z<x)Q(z, y)$ $\Sigma_{1}$ formula.
$R(x, y)$ x $P(\ulcorner\phi(v_{0})^{\urcorner}, y)$ $\phi(v_{0})$
. $k$ $R(x, y)$ , $r=10$ $k$ , $\rho$ closed
term 10 $\cdot\dot{k}$ , $S(x)$ $R(x, \rho)$ . $S(x)$ x $r$
. Boolos [1] , $S(x)$ $r$
, $S(v_{0})$ G\"odel $s$ $P(s, \rho)$ .
$PA$ . { $\phi(v_{0})|P(\ulcorner\phi(v_{0})^{\urcorner},$ $\rho)$ is true}
$n_{r}$ , , $0,1,$ $\cdots n_{r}$
$P(\ulcorner\phi(v_{0})^{\urcorner}, \rho)$ $\phi(v_{0})$ .
, $\neg Q(m, \rho)$ $m\leq n_{r}$ . $m$
59
. $m$ r . , $(\forall z<$
$m)Q(z, \rho)$ $\Sigma_{1}$ sentence , $PA$ .
Theorem 2.2. ( ).
(i) $PA$ , $\neg Q(m, \rho)$ $PA$ .
(ii) $PA$ $\omega-$ , $Q(m, \rho)$ $PA$ .
Proof. (i) $\neg Q(m, \rho)$ $PA$ . $(\forall z<m)Q(z, \rho)$
$PA$ $PA\vdash S(m)$ . $S(m)\wedge(\forall x\forall y)(S(x)\wedge S(y)arrow x=$
y) $PA$ , Corollary 1.2 (i) $PA\vdash Pr_{PA}(\nu(s, m))$ .
$P(s, p)$ $\Sigma_{1}$ sentence Theorem 1.1 (i) $PA\vdash P(s, \rho)$ .
$(\exists x)(P(x, \rho)\wedge Pr_{PA}(\nu(x, m)))$ $PA$ , $PA\vdash Q(m, \rho)$ .
$PA$ .
(ii) $PA$ $\omega$- , $Q(m, \rho)$ $PA$ .
$Q(m, \rho)$ $\Sigma_{1}$ sentence , Theorem 1.1 (ii) $Q(m, \rho)$ . $m$
3.
, $r$
$m$ , PA $r$ , $r$
$m’$ $m$ .
, Smory\’{n}ski [4] Kreisel
.
.
$PA$ , $PA$ $Con(PA)$ ,
$PA$
, $PA$ 0, $\mathfrak{M}_{1},\mathfrak{M}_{2},$ $\ldots$ $r$
60
$m_{0}<m_{1}<m_{2}<\cdots$ .
, $r$ $PA$ $n_{r}$
. , $PA$ $Con(PA)$ $PA$ .
Kikuchi [2] .
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